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Section III, Project Budget Outline Explanation for the Brahma Pantry 

Pre-pandemic, the Brahma Pantry on the campus of Pierce College provided emergency food 

assistance to enrolled Pierce College students on a first-come, first-served basis, after students 

completed an intake form. However, with the pandemic-related campus closures, the physical 

pantry is not open, while the pantry manager continues to assist a caseload of approximately 255 

enrolled students with their basic needs. Unfortunately, a campuswide advertisement of 

emergency-food aid cannot be made at this time, because of two primary reasons: the remaining 

funds ($113,000 as of late October 2020) in the Brahma Pantry account must stretch to last the 

entire school year, and the pantry manager is currently working to establish a regular on-campus 

food-distribution effort with an outside, third-party partner. In this context, the food insecurity of 

the larger student body is not being addressed. 

The Brahma Pantry cannot accept financial contributions directly. Therefore, a donation may 

be made to the nonprofit Foundation for Pierce College, which then directs the whole amount of 

the donation to the Brahma Pantry. 

If the WHWCNC awards a grant of $2,500 for the sole purpose of having grocery-store gift 

cards purchased, the manager can immediately advertise the program on a first-come, first-

served basis among all students through the Pierce College listserv. The demand is anticipated to 

be great. In the 2019–2020 academic year, the Brahma Pantry’s emergency food assistance 

totaled $35,000. The Project Completion Report submitted to the WHWCNC afterward will 

describe the outcome of the gift-card project. 
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